The analysis of formation of wave astrodynamics as the applied science that studying zonal-andwave structure of megasystems in the
Introduction
Approaches to global space exploration are various, however the general principle in this process of transferring of learned laws on Earth on the surrounding megaworld and vice versa is remained. So, the idea of a zonal-and-wave structure of megasystems of the Universe has been positively apprehended by world scientific community. The new "quantum-mechanical" direction in astrophysics which has received the name "wave astrodynamics" claims that our Solar system, however, as well as any other planetary system and also the system of satellites around planets, has quite certain set of the spherical layers (zones) enclosed to each other between which it is necessary to look for moving bodies in open spaces. A sensational conclusion that the world surrounding us, generally consists of electronic waves which set makes the most part of mass of the Universe became a result of almost 20-year research of scientists. This fact also explains universal manifestation of zonal-and-wave distribution of matter and energy in the Solar system, fogs, meteorites, planets, stars, constellations, the majority of galaxies and other clusters of stars in the Universe [Chechelnitsky, 1980] .
The phenomenon of zonal-and-wave distribution of matter has arisen long before emergence of the planet Earth and underlies in formation of space structures of all types. Well extending in solid, liquid and gaseous substances, waves play a fundamental role in a life of human. The wave phenomena underlies in all systems existing on Earth, processes and spheres of activity of the person and in this reason are studied by fundamental and applied sciences including geosciences, including geophysics, geodynamics, geomechanics, geoenergetics. The research of laws of zone distribution of matter and energy in the Universe has allowed to determine consistent patterns of formation of stress state of crust and to use maximally energy of rocks by underground mining of deposits on Earth and to develop methodological approach for exposure of similar regularities for other planets of Solar system, etc. [Khomenko, 2007] .
Analysis of scientific problem
The phenomenon of zonal disintegration of rocks around mine workings till 2015 was considered as one of the most difficult problems of the mining science that corresponding to world level of scientific novelty. For the first time, this contradictory phenomenon has been discovered in 1972 on the mine of Republic of South Africa and then in USSR, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, USA, Japan and other countries of the world. Discovery has given understanding about formation of the self-organized ring structures around mine workings [Shemiakin et al., 1992; Kirichenko et al., 2002; Baisarov et al., 2006] . The paradoxicality of the phenomenon of zonal disintegration of rocks around mine workings was that it contradicts ideas of classical physics of a condition of solid bodies according to which the movement of the front of ultraboundary deformation from mine working's contour deep into the rock massif with formation of zones of elastic, elastic-plastic and plastic states is impossible. Unsuccessful attempts of the description of the physical processes that operating this phenomenon as with application of methods of classical mechanics, and new methods of rock science, have even more increased necessity of development of the synergetic methods of research that corresponding to modern ideas of interaction of matter and energy in the nature. With application of synergetic methodological search, we managed to disclose physical essence of the examined phenomenon and to designate it as a phenomenon of zonal capsulation of mine working by the system of ring energy zones [Kaido, 2009] .
On the basis of conducted industrial (methods of observation and estimates, mine survey, unloadings of the massif, deformation of boreholes and deep reference points) [Khomenko et al., 2016: 1] , laboratory (methods of equivalent, optical-and-polarizing and electrowire materials) [Khomenko et al., 2016: 2] and theoretical (finite element method and thermodynamic method) research on formation of zonal structures around mine workings, a new classification of research methods of stress-strain state of rocks by means of well-known methods sorting on sign "the way of representation of the massif" has been offered. Also, the synergetic group of methods that consisting from thermodynamic method, a modifed entropy method as parts of the thermodynamic theory [Lavrinenko & Lysak, 1977] , and developed energy method [Khomenko, 2012] is entered. The system accounting of gradients of stresses, density, temperature and other factors of a power condition of rocks with formation of ring energy zones, their quantities, amount and shape, sinusoidal-and-wave stresses and ring areas of deformation has been executed by means of synergetic methods. Further, the mechanism of formation of safety capsules around mine workings has been described. These results have formed the basis of the energy theory about rock pressure on Earth [Khomenko, 2016: 3] . The executed industrial, laboratory and theoretical research with the help of well-known and newly developed synergetic methods of research had various reliability and convergence of results that determined necessity of the simulated technical parameters accuracy checking. We have in mind a depth of destruction of the massif around mine workings, quantity of the formed energy zones in the capsule and the sizes of these zones.
Results of the analysis have shown that by means of used methods of research, the sizes, shape and the number of areas of destruction of the massif adjoining development were determined. During theoretical and physical modeling, the sizes and quantity of energy zones and level of stresses of the massif in zones are examined in details. Determination of parameters in relative sizes has allowed conducting their comparative analysis. The applied methods were unequal both by opportunities of the modelled parameters, and on convergence of the received results. Therefore, the decision on necessity in identification of more general fundamental regularities and laws that describe a condition of open systems during various large-scale levels for the purpose of further comparison with the main results that were received during research of a phenomenon of zonal capsulation of mine workings has been executed [Khomenko, 2016] .
Results of research
For confirmation of level of convergence of the received results, regularities of distribution of matter and energy in the systems of various large-scale levels have been investigated and accepted as comparative data. Any object of the world surrounding us, whether it be atom, the planet or the galaxy, is considered as the difficult, open and evolving system including components, organized on micro, macro-and megalevels. The general specific laws forming, connecting and operating micro, macro-and the megaworlds that are universal act on all levels, and connect energy and matter in the uniform system of interaction. Having revealed these general regularities and laws, we have obtained the incontestable evidence of convergence of the received results and a possibility of formation of methodological approach for their application at any large-scale level [Bolotov, 2012] .
Megalevel. The phenomenon of zonal-and-wave distribution of substance in other clusters of stars in the Universe has arisen thanks to "Big Bang" 15 -20 billion years ago according to Gamov's theory of 1947 after which matter has begun to be condensed unevenly under action of longitudinal waves, forming various types of the condensed substance. The mass of similar non-uniformity reached 1015 Solar masses. Hot non-uniform plasma with alternation of concentration and depression corresponds to a picture in substance when sound waves are extending in it [Schmidt, 1957] . The theory of a zonal-and-wave structure of the Universe that had been offered by Albert Chechelnitsky in 1980, and received the name of wave astrodynamics and claims that Solar system, as well as any other planetary system, has a certain set of the ring zones enclosed to each other is considered as fundamental one. The Solar system is dynamic and megawave, and the size of megawaves is commensurable with sizes of Solar system, the galaxy "Milky Way", other galaxies and the Metagalaxy [Chechelnitsky, 1988] . In 1772, I. Titsius and I. Bode have established that the distance between orbits of planets doubles during transition from each of them to the following one, more remote from the Sun. This means that planets are possesed on strictly ordered distances. Orbits are subdivided on weak -unbalanced and strong -counterbalanced, with the largest celestial bodies [Nieto, 1976] .
E. Andrade, P. Lebedev and M. Karnovsky's experiments on research of influence of the wave field on material objects have given an impetus for further development of the theory of wave processes at the megalevel. E. Andrade has established in vitro that wave process is the reason of power interactions between material objects. P. Lebedev and M. Karnovsky investigated interaction between acoustic, hydrodynamic and electromagnetic sources of waves that have identical character. This conclusion confirmed a hypothesis of the uniform wave nature of interaction on micro and macrolevels [Andrade et al., 1972] . Relying on these results, Yakov Kumchenko has offered a universal wave constant (C) for all discrete systems of the megaworld on the example of planets of Solar system which is equal to gravitation γ and connects among themselves radiuses of planets of R, the periods of their fluctuations of T n , mass of planets and the Sun of M and their density ρ. The received values of the periods coincided with the period of the Sun and the main tones of fluctuations of planets system and have allowed to draw a conclusion on power of Earth and planets of Solar system that cope the Universal wave source of energy (Table) [Kumchenko, 2006] for the author.
Macrolevel. According to Yakov Kumchenko's theory about Earth's formation under the influence of the Universal wave energy source that has created geodynamic, geophysical and gravitational conditions, stationary wave process is its gravitational invariant. The author has received , where T E -period of fluctuations of a steady gravitational condition of Earth. Gravitational energy, being the smallest, operates by all other types of energy that much more exceed it. That event is explained by the reasonability of interaction between material medium of Earth as hierarchical system [Batiushkova, 1966; Yavorskiy & Detlaf, 1965] .
Leaning on a fundamental conclusion of P. Lebedev that acoustic, hydrodynamic and electromagnetic resonators have identical character of exchange of wave energy. It is possible to use results of analytical and physical research of A. Ivannikov, O. Tonakanov and other researchers of department of acoustics of MSU, who have established that the jet component of fluctuation enters planets from all directions and is perpendicular to their surfaces, and the active component has vortex character, than and their rotation means about. A constant for a surface pulsation case as wave source of a zero order, where Rplanet radius; M -its weight; Т p -the period of a pulsation of a surface of the planet, (const) n -a constant for the pulsing planets. A constant f o r rotation of the planet , where T rot -the period of rotation of the planet. At the same time, the periods of fluctuation of planet surfaces and the periods of their rotation are connected among themselves by equation Т rot = 9Т п , where n -the number which is connecting these periods. For Earth Т rot = 24 h, Т п = 160 min., n = 9 (Table) [Andrade et al., 1972] .
At the microlevel, confirmation of quantum-and-wave mechanics had became long-term research of N. Bohr, L. de Broil, E. Schrödinger since the beginning of the 20 th century. All other objects of microworld -elementary particles, cores, and molecules are also described by wave dynamic systems and wave equations. The indivisibility of particles and waves is described and mathematically with representation of a particle in the form of standing threedimensional waves. It is possible to describe such structure with rather high reliability as all natural phenomena have wave character with knowledge that all material environment is a congestion of three-dimensional spatial and temporary standing waves [Yavorskiy & Detlaf, 1965] . The unity of particles and waves not only is applicable for physics, chemistry, but also takes place in biology and even sociology. Comparison of the main technical parameters with biological systems to some extent is not correct; however, the general principles of capsulation are identical. Including various biological objects sources of fluctuations of a zero order, Yakov Kumchenko has defined their periods of fluctuation of a surface for protein, γ-lipoproteid, mitochondrion, β-lipoproteid, cell of E.coli, bacteriophage Z, lipid, ribonukleoside, etc. It is established that all objects with taking into account attenuation of wave fluctuations have the period of 160.01 min that coincides with the period of fluctuation of cores of galaxies and planets (Table) [Kumchenko, 2005] .
Analysis of received results
The analysis of conditions of open systems formation at various large-scale levels has allowed to reveal the similarity of appearance which is expressed in zonalities of energy distribution and matter and also the identical wave nature of their organization. This suggests about uniform energy source -the Universal wave field that operates by open energymaterial systems in which during stability losses, processes of convergence and divergence are actively developed with the purpose of equilibration of energy and matter structuring [Kirillov, 2005] .
For confirmation of scientific novelty and practical value of the received results that are based on the data of modeling with the help of energy method of a research, comparison of the received results of research with the data established in the analysis of open systems on mega-, macro -and micro large-scale levels is executed. From the table it is visible that in large-scale level of system the core density is increasing, as both constant of gravitation and the period of fluctuation of systems surface. At the same time, a period of attenuation of wave fluctuations (6.67·10
-11 cu.m/kg s 2 ) which has found the confirmation in results of modeling of factors of various intensity in the safety capsule of mine working in the course of extraction of minerals remains invariable. The law of formation of energy zones for all large-scale levels has been described by the sedate equations, m (1) showing that each subsequent energy zone n і has the size twice exceeding previous one. Expression (1) completely coincides with the obtained verification dependences and data of modeling of parameters of mine workings capsulation. Comparison of modeling results of rocks condition around mine workings with the data received for systems on micro, macroand megalevels, shows identity of the revealed laws and almost 100 percent convergence of values for the received regularities. It says about the high level of convergence of the results of modeling that were received by means of energy method of the research which doesn't have the necessary comparative database nowadays [Khomenko et al., 2017] .
Conclusions
1. The regularity of energy and matter distribution for various large-scale levels of open systems and the identical wave nature of their organization is determined. The uniform energy source -the Universal wave field is operated by open energy-material systems in which during stability losses, processes of convergence and divergence for the purpose of equilibration of energy and structuring matter actively developing. The analysis of origin of wave astrodynamics, a perspective of disclosure of physical essence of the phenomenon of zonal disintegration of rocks around mine workings and the analysis of results of the research that were received by means of the well-known and new methods have allowed opening phenomenon -zonal capsulation of mine workings in the massif of rocks. It is established that mine working is the epicenter of violation of energy balance in the massif of rocks. It leads to formation of the safety capsule that consisting of the system of ring energy zones where the sinusoidal fading autowave dependence on energy equilibration is happened: stress, density, temperature, magnetization, radioactivity, deformations. From mine working's contour to capsule border, amplitude of factors of intensity decreases, and the period of their action increases. It leads to destruction of rockss in near-the-contour zones (energy imbalance zones) and to increase in stresses in the zones (zones of energy balance) closing the capsule in comparison with the undisturbed massif of rocks.
2. The modeling of process of underground mine workings drivage in rocks with the durability of 40 -200 MPa and with mining depth of 0 -3000 m has allowed to reveal verification sedate dependences which define a ratio of the sizes of energy zones. It is established that this ratio is a constant (a n+1 -a n = сonst) on which shape and size of mine working, depth of its laying and properties of the containing massif don't influence. Increase in quantity of energy zones in the safety capsule of mine working happens during decreasing in rock strength and increase in mining depth that is described by multiple polynomial dependences of the fourth order. The universality of the offered energy method consists in determination of values of energy factors of intensity that increases the accuracy of modeling and forecasting rocks behavior.
3. Increase in large-scale level of system from micro (hydrogen atom, DNA molecule, mitochondrion cell) to mega-(Moon, Earth) and the macrolevel (Solar system, Galaxy, Metagalaxy) leads to equivalent increasing in density of core on polynomial dependence. Inasmuch as constant size of gravitation on logarithmic dependence and the period of fluctuation of a surface on polynomial dependence, and remain constants the period of attenuation of wave fluctuations (6.67·10
-11 cu.m/kg·s 2 ) and a ratio of the sizes of energy zones in all systems (а і = 0.5е 0.7пі ). The received sedate dependence of a ratio of the sizes of energy zones for examined systems coincides with the established verification sedate dependences describing a ratio of the sizes of energy zones in mine working' capsule which convergence of values reaches up to 100%. The received results are the incontestable evidence of the uniform nature of interaction of the open evolving systems at all large-scale levels and allows to draw analogies during development of methodological approaches to the solution of similar problems. 
